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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your network administrator asked you to replace Node I of an
SRX5800 chassis cluster running in an active/active mode. The
administrator wants to know any impact this could cause.
What should be considered during the hardware replacement?
A. The two REs on Node0 might become overwhelmed when the third
and fourth active
REs are taken offline on Node1.
B. You would need to add a third RE to Node0 to handle the
overload of traffic when Node
I is taken offline.

C. Node0 might be disabled once it loses connectivity Node1.
D. Some traffic might be impacted when the active interfaces
transition from Node1 to
Node0 and the sessions are reestablished.
Answer: A
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A. SSD drive
B. flash memory
C. running memory
D. ROMMON
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. An engineer must add a subnet for a new
office that will add 20 users to the network.
Which IPv4 network and subnet mask combination does the
engineer assign to minimize wasting addresses?
A. 10.10.225.48 255.255.255.224
B. 10.10.225.32 255.255.255.240
C. 10.10.225.32 255.255.255.224
D. 10.10.225.48 255.255.255.240
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
The purpose of exit criteria is:
A. When a set of tests has achieved a specific pre condition
B. End of test level
C. All of the above
D. Define when to stop testing
Answer: C
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